
Lesson Plan 1 

CLASS –X SUBJECT-ENGLISH 

Topic-Two Gentlemen of Verona 

Brief Description-The story is about how two sincere and selfless young boys face hardships for the 
treatment of their sister suffering from tuberculosis. It conveys the message that as long as people 
are willing to make sacrifices for the well-being of others, there is hope for humanity. 

UN Sustainable Goals to be discussed – 

1. No Poverty 
2. Zero Hunger 

Specific Objectives- 

To enable the students to 

SP1. Enrich their vocabulary (KPI Def 1) (K) 

SP2 Comprehend the text (U) 

SP3 To enhance their reading and comprehension (K) 

Behavioural Objective 

To enable the students to- 

B1 Inculcate family values and bonding among the siblings(U) 
B2 Imbibe values of selfless help and hardwork(U) 
B3 Inculcate values of self-dependency.(U) 

Process Activities 

Act I-Warm-up Activity - Discussing about the students relations with their siblings. (K) 

Act II- Motivating them to take care of their siblings giving the example from the chapter. (U &AY) 

Act III- 

1. Providing worksheets based on usage of new words in the sentences. (KPI def 1) K U 
& SY) 

2. Summarising the content of the chapter.(App & SY) 
3. Discussion on Value-based questions.(U and AY) 

Assessment 

A1. Appearances are deceptive. Disuss (Pg. 9 of the textbook) (App & SY) 

A2.   As the narrator write an article on the lesson of love, faith and trust that you have learnt from 
the two young boys of Verona. (App & SY) 

Digital Content 

PPT 



Expected Learning outcome 

Students will be able to  

1. Comprehend the text 
2. Inculcate family values and care for siblings. 
3. Imbibe the quality of helpfulness. 
4. Quality of hardwork. 

 Placement of Objectives, Instructional Activities and Assessment 
Topic-TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA 

 KNOWLEDGE UNDERSTANDING APPLICATION ANALYSIS SYNTHESIS EVALUATION 

Objectives SP1&3 B1 2 &3     

Activities ACT1, 3 ACT 2, 3 ACT3 ACT2, 3 ACT 3  

Assessment   A1&2  A1 & 2  

 


